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INCREASI:'iG THE EFFICIENCY OF A HEAT SUPPLY SYSTE~I BASED ON 
GEOTHERMAL WATER BY USING IIEAT pm1PS* 

L.M. ROZENFELD, G.S. SERDAKOV 

Heat Physics Institute, Siberian branch USSR Academy of Science 

Gl03839 

This article deals with a heating system which 
ilises heat pumps for bringing the heat from the 

Hscharged water up to a higher temperature level. 
i~ere appears to be a great future ahead for the 

of heat pumps with geothermal water sources, 
shown by the example of the heat supply system 
Pet ropavlovsk. 

REAT SUPPLY SYSTEMS BASED ON GEOTHERMAL 
OR OTHER SOURCES OF HEAT 

pump condenser, is heated to temperature td a.nd 
passed into the mixer .5. The second flow of return 
water ;;4 goes into the heat pump evaporator where 
it is cooled to temperature tx and discharged. The 
third flow enters the mixer 10. from which amount 
Gg at temperature tg flows into a storage tank and 
to the hot water supply system. 

E.' Por heat sUpplies hased on geothermal or other 

). 

:.f 
;1 

:eat sources,~ one-pipe heat supply systems can be 
with~the water coming in from the source 

t'1er used directly, or else subjected to sO['je 
ICditional heating in a heating plant(l-3). 

~gure 1 shows the layout of the system of the 
hture - a system which transforms the heat of the 
~1scharged water, in conjunction with a peak heat

plant, 

Water from the source is passed through the 
~~rifier, when the amount '~a is pumped by the pump

station a~ong the one-pipe heating system until, 
temperature t a , it reaches the consumer. Part 
the water G1 goes into the space heating system 

He the rest G2 ilit' used for the hot water supply. 
water entering the beating system is mixed in 
~ixer 5 with return water, which has been 

~eviouslY heated in the-heat pump condenser, then 
in the peak heating plant to supply water 

t., after which it passes through the 
ing system. On completion of this part of the reu . 

~ It, the return water, at temperature to, di-
into three. One part G3 goes into the heat 

:~'----------------------r. r 1 
',oenerget ika, 1968 15 (3) 51 - 55. 
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FIG. 1. Main layout of a heat supply system 
with heat pumps and additional (peak) 

heating of the water. 
i-geothermal water source; 2 - water 
purifying unit; 3 - pumping station; 

4 - pipeline; 5, 10 - mixers; 6 - peak 
heating plant; 7 - space heat ing system; 

8 - heat pump condenser; 9 - heat pump 
evaporator; 11 - storage tanks; 12 - hot 

water supply system. 

To increase the heating coefficient ~, the water 
is heated in the condensers and cooled in the 
evaporators by stages, in several heat pump units . 
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By jointly solving the equations of the material where Qd is the design heating capacity of the 
p.h 

and heat balances of the heat supply system, we peak heating plant, Gcal/h. 
can determine the amount of water drawn from the 
source per 1 Gcal/h design heat capacity: 

+ (I-a).101 
(tg- 5) (m + 1)' t/Gcal, (1 ) 

where Qd is the design heating capacity of the 
system (with the design external air temperature~ 
te.d), Gcal/h, equivalent to the sum of the space 
heating system capacity Qh.d and the hot water 
supply system capacity Qw; 

Ga = total flowrate of water from source, t/h; 

t s . d and t r . d are the design supply and return 
water temperatures (at te.d)' 

When the external air temperature te varies, 
the peak heating plant capacity changes in accord
ance with the flow control graph, while the heat 
pump capacity remains unchanged. Therefore with 
constant source water and hot water supply tempera
tures ta and tg respectively and given a the water 
flowrate gal = idem. This condition is also ful
filled after disconnection of the peak heating 
plant by regulat ing the heat pump capacity. The 
water flowrate gal (t/gcal), other conditions be
ing equal, is in linear dependence on the pro
portion of the total load that is used for heating, 
a. The flowrate gal varies depending on the heat
ing of the water in the heat pump td - to: with a 
decrease in the temperature difference between the 
incoming and outgoing water in the condenser 
t d - t 0 J Gat en ds toG g • 

The temperatures t 8. d' t r . d and t d. d are deter. 
mined ,at the design external air temperature t 

e .d' 

The proportion of the total annual heat output 
which is produced in the peak heating plant is: 

~ann = Q~n = S" [a is - td I - a ta - td X 
.. Qd ts.d-tr.d m+ ,. Ig -5 

X la - Ig 
ta-tr.d 

o 

Gcal/a/Gcal/h, 

(20 

where T is the duration of the assumed external aft 
temperature teo 

The design heating capacity of the heat pump, 
related to 1 Gcal/h of the heating capacity of th~ 
system, is equivalent to: 

while its proportion of the total annual heat out· 
put is determined by the formula 

Q ann 12 

Y - -.J1..L -- J" [a I d - t. 
ann - Q d - m + I' t s . d- t r . d 

o 
1 - a ia - tg td - I. J 

- m + ,. fa - fo fg _ 5 d't, Gcal/a/Gcal/h. 
("/.r 

The installed capacity of the heat pump unit 
pends on the temperatures of boiling Te and con
densation Th at the design conditions. For the 
number of heating stages k the boiling and conden· 
ing temperatures of the heat pump unit operating' 
the i-th stage are equivalent to: 

T,,~ To + iMhri + 0"i 
7';~-To - [k-(i-l)lMeti-8,~' The heating capacity of the peak heating plant 

in the design conditions per 1 Gcal/h supplied to 
the system is equal to: \\?nere M h i and f1t e i are the heating of the 

X ta - fg 
ta-tr.d 

am fa - fd .d 

in + I . t s . d~ t f , d 

(2a) 

the condenser and its cooling in the evsporator 
the i -th unit, for units of the same type with 
identical capacities, f1thi = (td - to)'~ and Me' 
(to - tx)/k; 

Oh i and oe i are the recovery deficits at the 
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Ivaporator. The re lati ve installed capacity of all 
~be heat pump units is determined by the formula 

(5a) 

In which Ild i is the actual heating coefficient of 
the i -th unit. 

The annual electricity consumption for driving 
the heat pump units is 

ann 10. n 
ann __ '!"h p' 2J I 

N hp --S6Ok --;;-a, kWh/a/Gcal/h, 
1 fhdi 

(5b) 

I where ~:; is the average annual heating coefficient 
.)f the i-th unit. 

The annual fuel consumption (t coal equiv./a) 
for the heat output in the peak heating plant and 
the heat pump per 1 Gcal/h of the design heating 
capacity of the system is equivalent to: 

bann=O 143~ann+ 101 N8nn b t/a/Gcal/h (G.) 
I • '~" h p e, , 

~here be is the specific fuel consumption per 1 kWh 
lr1 the condensing station. 

In one-pipe heating systems without heat pumps 
the flowrate of the water from the source is de
termined by the formula 

(I - 0.)10
3 + 0..10

3 
t/Gcal. ga2 = 5 n t t' t g - s .d- f.d 

The proportion of water discharged from the 
lIYstem n is the ratio of the amount discharged 

(7) 

the water system G4 to the amount of water 
Circulating in the space heating system Go. This 
ValUe is determined by the simultaneous solution 
of the equations for the material and heat 
balances: 

n = -.is - to 
IIi-to 

tr - to 
ta - to 

X te -/0 
ta -/0 

+~ ts.d- tr .d tg - to X 
0. t g -5 tH- to 

I - I]. ts • d- / r . d 
-1].- tg -5 . ( 8) 

tc is the temperature of the water prior to 

the peak heating plant; 

tk is the temperature of the water after the 
heating plant. 

The proportion of the total installed capacity 
covered by the peak heating plant is equal to: 

(9) 

The annual specific heat output in the peak heat
ing plant is: 

ann ~ -

Bann=Qph. =fra ts.-to -(I-a) fa-tL_ 
, QJ J ts.d-tr.d tg -5 

o 

ta - to J d Gcal/a/Gcal/h. - nat t "t, s .d- r.d 
(10) 

The annual specific fuel consumption in the peak 
heating plant is 

b~=0.143 ~ann, t coal eq/a/Gcal/h. (11) 
"1)1< 

One-pipe systems can operate both with and with
out wa~er being discharged. When operating without 
discharge the proportion n is independent of time 
and equals zero and, in accordance with formula (10). 
:;8 = Gg for the whole of the heating season. 

These conditions. and the layout for a one-pipe 
system of heating, were put forward by V.B.Pakshver 
for a remote heating system(2·, 3>. The advantage or' 
a one-pipe heating system based on low-temperature 
heat sources is that existing radiator systems can 
be incorporated into it, operating on the 95°/70 0 

flow control graph. The flowrate of the source water 
is reduced in this case by increasing the fuel con
sumption. The temperature of the source water 
affects the efficiency of the system; when ta = tg 
the hot water requirement is met by water from the 
source. while the heating system water is supplied 
by the peak heating plant; with lower values of ta 
fuel is supplied net only for the heating system 
but also partly for the hot water supply system. 

When the heating network is operating in accord
ance with the flow control graph. the temperature of 
the water tg in the hot water supply network is re
duced at the end of the heating season. It is there
fore desirable that the design temperatures for the 
heating network graphs should be as high as possible, 

. , .. 
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not less than 150°/70°, so that the temperature of 
the water t g supplied to the hot water system would 
be reduced for a comparatively short time. It is 
not always possible to use high design heating net
work temperatures in heat supply systems based on 
geothermal heat sources. Thus, for instance, in a 
number of cases of systems based on geothermal heat 
supplies the heating of the mineralised geothermal 
water to temperatures exceeding tk = 100°C has 
caused serious operational difficulties. 

When a one-pipe system is operating with water 
discharge (n > 0) and flow control of the heat out
put the larger proportion of the discharge n max 
will take place with intermediate water tempera
tures in the network, and where tk = ta = tc: 

nrnax -
is -to 
ta ~ to 

I-ats.d-th.d ta-fg 
-a- ig -5 . fa - to . (12) 

In the region of temperatures tk > t a, n de
creases with an increase in tk and reaches its 
smallest values at the design temperature t k. d 
corresponding to te.d' If the design graph for the 
heating network is selected such that with the de
sign temperature t k. d , nd returns to zero, then in 
design conditions ~a = Gg , and with temperatures 
tk < t k • d, Ga > Gg • In this case a one-pipe system 
will operate under the conditions put forward by 
Dyuskin(1,2). For a system of this type, the design 
supply water temperature tk.d is determined from 
the condition: 

t k . d = I ex a (lg-5)+lg. (13) 

The design flowrate of water from the source 
ga2 for this system is determined from formula (7), 
with nmax ' 

In one-pipe systems the heat supply system is 
insuffiCiently effective on account of discharge 
of water at temperature to, while in systems wi th
out discharge a decrease in the water flowrate is 
brought about by increasing the fuel consumption. 

Systems which make the fullest use of the 
source heat are those wi th heat pumps, since here 
water is discharged at a temperature t x = 5 - lODe. 
The effectiveness of the use of the source heat 
increases with a decrease in the return water 
temperature t r . d' For systems with heat pumps it 
is therefore best to use panel or convector heating. 

Panel heating systems ensure that the surroundint~ 
are cooled in summer. . 

In geothermal heat supply systems where the 
drilling of boreholes and construction of 
accounts for a considerable portion of the 
ture, a considerable impro~ement can be made in 
technical-economic characteristics by using heat 
pumps, as shown below by the example of PetrOp8.,+ 
lovsk. 

THE G~OTH~RMAL H~AT SUPPLY SYSTEM or 
PETROPAVLOVSK, BASED ON HEAT FROM THB 

GEOTHERMAL WATERS OF THE PARATUNSK . 
REGION 

The town is supplied with heat from the geo
thermal waters of the Paratunsk sources from a 
tance (as regards pipelines) of about 60 km. The 
deSign heating capacity of the heat supply systel 
is Id = 200 Gcal/h. There is a guaranteed hot 
supply for the industrial settlements and the 
accommodation, and the thermal loads are ~beref(}r1 

distributed thus: '!h. d = 133 Gcal/h for/heating 
l2g = 1)2 Gcal/h for the hot water supply (0 = O. 
The geothermal water temperature t = 75 DC, t ::: a· g 

'OlD 60 40 Q, Gcal/h 
t . 
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FIG. 2. Annual graph of heat output for heat 
supply systems with heat pumps (0 = 0.69). 

In these conditions the most suitable system 
one that entails the use of heat pumps, which 
form the heat of the discharged water to a higher 
temperature level, together with an additional 
ing plant (as in Fig. 1). 

The advantages of systems with heat pumps can 
shown by comparing these with other heat supplY 
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Systems: 

one-pipe system without discharge of water(Z,3); 

one-pipe system with discharge of water(l,Z); 

heat supply systeI'l using peak heating and heat 
pumps. 

One-pipe heating systems both with and without 
discharge employ the 95°/70° flow control graph. 
In the system without discharge the water flowrate 
is constant for a period of a year, and '-:a = r;g. 
In the system with discharge the highest design 
water flowrate, determined by (7) and (12), is 
; •. d = 1.6 Cl g • The design supply water temperature 
in the mains t k. d, determined from (13), is 193°C. 
The 150°/70° graph was used for network distribu
tion without discharge. 

In the system with heat pumps, the water is 
wditionally heated to 95°C, is heated in the con
denser of the heat pump to 55°C and cooled in the 
evaporator to 5°C. Heating and cooling of the water 
take place in three stages, in three heat pump 
turbo-compressor units. The design temperature for 
t,e ~eturn water in panel heating systems is 40°C. 
Figure 2 shows the annual heat output for this 
system, while Table 1 gives the design heating 
capacities and the annual proportions of the total 
heat output for the peak heating plant and the heat 
Pumps. 

TABLE 1. 

!!= Installed Annual al ...... 
,!tl ..., 

"0 - heating heat 
<l) l» I .:-capac ity output .: .-I ..., 

0 0 .-I .,.., 
() .,.., 

oj () ..., . ..., oj 
.-I 0. 

rJJ Po Gcal/h % Gcal/b % <l) s .: oj ;:l ;:l 
H () Il:.. rJJ -

Peak heat ing 
plant - 71. 2 35.5 66 000 6.8 15 200 

pump 7 800 28.2 14.1 120 000 12.3 13 200 
ileothermal water - 100.6 50.4 794 000 80.9 -

We will look at the effect which the ratio of 
thermal loads for the heating and hot water 

!>UDPly systems has on the geothermal water flowrate 
,. Figure 3 shows the nature of the variation of 
• depending on a for the geothermal heat supply 

~Yste . ms consIdered. The flowrate ga in systems 

. 
,lIO 

without discharge and with heat pumps depends 
linearly on a. In the system with water discharge 
the dependence ga.d = f(a) is non-linear, since in 

t/Gcal 
f" g a. d 
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FIG. 3. Design flowrates of source water in 
various one-pipe heating systems depending 
on the proportion of space heating a in the 

total thermal load. 
1 - system without water discharge(2,3); 
2 - system with water discharge (in design 
conditions G. = Gg)(1,2); 3 - system with 

heat pumps. 

accordance with equation (13) t k . d = f(a). Starting 
from a = 0.69 the deSign water flowrate ga.d in 
this system exceeds that in a system with heat pumps, 
since, with a decrease in a, Gg and the ratio 
·'J •. d/Gg increase and tk.d decreases. With a < 0.69 
the flowrate ga.d is less than that in a system 
with heat pumps, since t k. d and th e water tempera
ture tk increase at the end of the heating period . 
With t\ > ta (a"" 0.77) the design flOlVrate .~a.d 
decreases more rapidly, the nearer it approaches r;g. 
It is not, however, an advantage to use this kind 
of system in this region of thermal loads, on 
account of the unnaturally high water temperatures 
tk in the network (cut-off line in Fig. 4). In a 
one-pipe system without discharge(2,3) the water 
flow rate corresponds to the flow to the hot water 
supply system Gg • 

The technical and economic characteristics of 
the various systems are determined by the capital 
and operational costs. Capital investments in the 
geothermal heating system are made up of capital 
expenditure ~ = IK i : cost of boreholes KbO' 
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pipelines Kp. 1, peak heating plant Kp • h , fuel Kf , 

heat pumps Kh . p, condensing station Ke, heating 
equipment Kh • e' pumping station [(p. The operational 
costs comprise the total expenditure for deprecia
tion deductions, cost of mining and transporting 
fuel, staff wages and other expenditure (30% of de
preciation costs and wages costs) - S = LSi. Com
parison of the heating systems is made according 
to the predicted costs: PZ = 0.125 K + S. 

thous.roub/Gcal.h 
t,J 

40 

PZ V 
/ 

'V 
V 

./ 
V 

V /2 ~ ~ f """'--

.::::: 

J5 

30 

25 

a 

20 ° 1, 0,9 0,8 0,7 0,6 0,5 

FIG. 4. Theoretical costs depending on the 
proportion of space heating a in the total 

thermal load. 
1 - heat supply from heating plant; 

2 - one-pipe system without water dis
charge(2,31; 3 - one-pipe system with water 

discharge, with design conditions Ga = 
Gg (l,21; 4 - with heat transformed by 

heat pumps. 

Ca:pital investment in the heat supply system 
was determined taking into account' the specific 
standards applicable to the particular conditions 
of Kamchatka. 

With the mean depth of a borehole in the Para
tunsk of 600 m, the mean output 12 litres/s and 
the cost per metre of drilling 110 roub/m, ~bO = 
5.5 Ga thous.roub/Gcal/h. Capital investment in 
the condensing stations, heat pumps and pumping 
stations was determined according to the cost of 
1 kW installed capacity. Capital investment per 
1 kW was taken as: condensing station - 350 roub/ 
kW, heat pumps 80 roub/kW and pumping station 
~5 roub/kW installed capacity. The specific fuel 
consumption in the condensing station was taken as 
bes = 0.345 kg coal equiv./kWh, the mean heating 
coefficient with three-stage heating ~, depending 
on the conditions, 4.4 - 5.6, and pump efficiency 
~p = 0.8. Specific capital investments in a one
pipe line about 60 km long was determined approxi-

mately, taking into account variations in the Wat . er 
flowrate, from the relatIon Kp • 1 = 17.0 gaO.38 

thous.roub/Gcal/h. 

In the variants compared the cost of supplYing 
heat, from investment in the heating plant to the 
mining and transport of the fuel (Sakhalinsk coal 
with a calorific value of 5800 kcal/kg) was taken 
as 57.9 roub/t fuel, the net cost of mining 12.9 
roub/t and transport 5.44 roub/t. Specific capital 
investments on the construction of the heating plat:' 
for Kamchatka amounted to 30 000 roub/Gcal/h. 

Table 2 shows the results of technical-economic 
calculations for various types of heating systems 
with the same heating capacity Qd = 200 Gcal/h. 
these conditions the most effective system is that 
using geothermal heat and heat pumps. 

TABLE 2. Technical-economic characteristics 
of the Petropavlovsk heat supply systems. 

Heat supply systems 
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Design geothermal water 
flawrate, litres/s 

Design heating capacity 
Gcal/h 

Annual heat output, 
Gcal/h 

Capital investments, 
mill. roub. 

Operational costs, 
mill. raub. 

Puel consumption, t/a 
s aving in capital 

investment, mill.roub 
Sa ving in operational 
costs, mill.roub. 
aving in fuel, t/a S 

Th eoretical costs, 
mill.roub/a. 

-

200 

960 000 

19.2 

5.25 
222 000 

-

-
-

7.65 

280 470 470 

200 200 200 

960 000 960 000 960 000 

15.77 18.3 16.2 

3.28 3.38 2.60 

92 000 87 200 35 000 

3.43 0.9 3.0 

1. 98 1. 87 2.65 
130 000 135 000 187 000 

5.25 5.88 4.62 

Figure 4 shows the variation in the specific 
theoretical costs (for Qd = 1 Gcal/h) depending 
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Hater ratio of the thermal loads for the heating and reduction in the amount of heat produced by the 
heating plants and the heat pumps, and there is an 
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o 000 

6.2 
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5 000 

3. 0 

~t water supplies. 
increase in the direct use of geothennal water. 

With an increase in the proportion of the theo- Supplying heat with heat pumps enables full use to 
tetical costs accounted for by the hot water supply, be made of the heat from the source on account of 
the theoretical costs for the heating system from the effective transformation of the heat from the 
the heating plant increases, since the annual out- water when it is heated in stages. 

of heat and the fuel consumption is greater . 
Por heating systems with heat pumps the theoretical 
costs drop in proportion to a decrease in the pro
portion of the heating load 0:, since there is a 
reduction in the proportion of heat put out from 
t~e heating plant and the heat pumps, and an in
crease in the direct use made of the heat from the 
ieothermal water. 

The theoretical costs 0f a one-pipe system with
out water discharge(2.3) decrease with an increase 
in the proportion of the hot water s'lpply in the 
total thermal load. The theoretical costs for the 
system with wat er discharge ( 1 ,2) are shOlm in 
Pig. 4 in the region of values of 0: where operation 
IIf this system is still possible. In practice, in 
ooe-pipe systems of heating both with and without 
tater discharge, the space heating system is based 

the heating plant which uses fuel, while the 
hot water supply uses geothermal water. Both one
~pe systems are economically effective only with 

hot water supply loads. Por the conditions we 
looked at, one-pipe systems are advantageous 

'hen a is 0.55 and below. 

For heat supply systems with heat pumps the 
tbeoretical costs fall with a decrease in the pro
~rtion of the heating load a, since there is a 

SUMMARY 

1. The fullest use of heat sources is made by 
systems based on geothermal or other low-tempera
ture sources where heat pumps are used to bring the 
source heat up to a higher tem~erature level. 

2. Heat supply systems with heat pumps used in 
conjunction with peak heating are characterised by 
small flowrates of water from the source with the 
hot water supply in practice occupying a compara
tively small proportion of the total thermal load 
(with a = 100 - 65%). 
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